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Influence of ion temperature on Lyman-a intensity ratios

J. M. A. Ashbourn*
Clare Hall, University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB3 9AL, England

~Received 10 August 1998!

In this paper we examine the effects of varying ion temperature with constant electron temperature on the
Lyman-a intensity ratios for a small admixture of hydrogenlike ions in a high-temperature plasma. We inves-
tigate the ratios with increasing central electron temperature, change in base plasma, and increasing nuclear
charge,Z, of the impurity ion.@S1063-651X~99!01805-X#

PACS number~s!: 52.20.Hv, 32.70.Fw, 52.25.Nr, 52.20.Fs
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ion temperature in a plasma can often be consi
ably higher than the electron temperature, especially in to
maks. However, the influence of the ion temperature is
seen until higher densities than those usually observe
tokamaks (ne;1013– 1014 cm23). The ion collisions are
mainly those inducing transitions between then2n8 states,
where bothn and n8.1, i.e., collisions to and from the
ground state, are not induced by heavy ion impact. Also
relevance are collisions which produce the transitio
(n,l , j )2(n,l 8, j 8), i.e., Dn50, wheren.1. Since we con-
sider the Lyman-a intensity ratios, it is the 2P sublevels
which are relevant, their populations being significantly
fected by ion collisions.

The Lyman-a intensity ratio is the ratio of the intensitie
of the transitions 2P1/2→1S1/2 and 2P3/2→1S1/2. In this pa-
per, we examine the effect of varying the ion temperat
around a constant electron temperature on the intensity r
under a variety of different plasma conditions. Previous t
oretical analyses of the intensity ratios have assumed e
ion and electron temperatures@1,2# since the published re
sults used from@3,4# use a program with this assumptio
maintained. We have modified this program@5# to distin-
guish between the ion and electron temperatures, and
results presented in this paper appear to be the first o
mentioned in the literature.

II. VARIATION OF THE ION TEMPERATURE
IN A HYDROGEN PLASMA

The program used to calculate the level populations
hence the intensity ratios,COLRAD @5#, uses a collisional-
radiative model to determine the excited level populatio
for hydrogenlike ions present as a small admixture in a hi
temperature plasma. We include the contribution from
magnetic dipole transition, 2S1/2→1S1/2, in our values@6#
for the Lyman-a intensity ratios as this cannot be resolv
experimentally from the 2P1/2→1S1/2 transition, and we
present our results here for comparison with both past
future experimentally measured intensity ratios.

In this section we consider hydrogenlike AlXIII present in
a hydrogen base plasma, although we also examine the e
on the intensity ratios of changing the base plasma to on
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higher Z in Sec. V. Therefore, for AlXIII , we considered
three cases for the constant electron temperature, withTe
51, 4, and 10 keV. The ion temperatureTi was varied in
magnitude around each constant electron temperature,Te ,
by factors of 2, 3, and 4, and then by factors of1

2,
1
3, and 1

4.
The bold line in Fig. 1 is the curve for the intensity ratio
against electron density,ne , with equal ion and electron tem
peratures.

Figure 1 shows that asTi is increased aboveTe , there is
a significant decrease in the intensity ratios, which becom
successively larger in magnitude as the difference betw
the ion and electron temperatures increases. Conver
when Ti is reduced belowTe , the intensity ratios increas
above their values at equal ion and electron temperatu
again with a successively larger increase in magnitude as
difference between the ion and electron temperatures
creases. These effects are explained by the fact that over
temperature range, the rates for the proton impact transi
2S1/222P1/2 decrease with temperature. This influence
the intensity ratios is most pronounced for the electron d
sity rangene51015– 1020 cm23. Outside this density range
the effect is minimal, of the order of 0.3% or so.

Table I shows the percentage differences in the inten
ratios from the values whenTi5Te for the pure hydrogen
base plasma case, as considered in this section, with var
ion temperature. The reduction in the ratios becomes la

FIG. 1. A graph of the intensity ratios againstne for Al XIII in a
hydrogen base plasma, withTi varied around constantTe51 keV,
as shown.
6198 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Table of percentage differences~from the values whenTi5Te) in the intensity ratios for AlXIII

againstne with Ti varied around constantTe , as below, for a hydrogen base plasma.

Factor\ne (cm23) 1015 1016 1017 1018 1019 1020

Te51 keV
2 24% 24% 25% 25% 25% 24%
3 26% 27% 27% 27% 27% 26%
4 27% 28% 28% 28% 28% 27%
1
2 4% 5% 6% 6% 6% 5%
1
3 7% 9% 9% 9% 9% 8%
1
4 8% 11% 11% 12% 12% 11%

Te54 keV
2 22% 23% 23% 23% 23% 22%
3 24% 24% 24% 25% 24% 24%
4 24% 25% 25% 25% 25% 24%
1
2 3% 4% 4% 4% 4% 3%
1
3 5% 6% 6% 7% 6% 5%
1
4 7% 8% 8% 9% 8% 7%

Te510 keV
2 22% 22% 22% 22% 22% 22%
3 22% 23% 23% 23% 23% 22%
4 23% 23% 23% 23% 23% 22%
1
2 2% 3% 3% 3% 3% 2%
1
3 4% 4% 5% 5% 5% 4%
1
4 5% 6% 6% 6% 6% 5%
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as the multiplication factor for the ion temperature,Ti /Te
~i.e., the factor by which the electron temperature is mu
plied to obtain the ion temperature!, increases from 2 to 4. A
maximum reduction of the ratios by 8% forne
51016– 1019cm23 is produced when the ion temperature
four times the electron temperature, withTe51 keV. There
is a similar increase in the ratios when the ion temperatur
less than the electron temperature, and the magnitude of
enhancement increases as the multiplication factor is
creased. This time a maximum increase of the ratios of 1
over the density range 1018– 1019cm23 is obtained whenTi
5 1

4 Te with Te51 keV.
-

is
his
e-
%

Hence, we note that the maximum effect on the intens
ratios of varying the ion temperature is observed at low
electron temperatures, and gradually has less influence a
electron temperature increases. This is as a result of
plasma approaching closer to local thermodynamic equi
rium ~LTE! at higher temperature.

III. VARIATION OF THE BASE PLASMA

When the base plasma was changed from pure hydro
to pure oxygen, withTe51 keV and the same impurity ion
Al XIII , Table II shows that the effect of varying the io
TABLE II. Table of percentage differences~from the values whenTi5Te) in the intensity ratios for
Al XIII againstne with Ti varied around constantTe , as below, for an oxygen base plasma.

Factor\ne (cm23) 1015 1016 1017 1018 1019 1020

Te51 keV
2 1% 20.3% 20.4% 21% 21% 22%
3 1% 21% 21% 21% 22% 23%
4 0.3% 21% 22% 22% 23% 25%
1
2 23% 21% 21% 20.3% 0.1% 1%
1
3 25% 22% 21% 21% 20.5% 0.3%
1
4 28% 23% 23% 22% 21% 20.4%

Te54 keV
2 22% 22% 22% 23% 23% 24%
3 24% 24% 24% 25% 25% 27%
4 25% 26% 26% 26% 27% 29%
1
2 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 3%
1
3 0.3% 2% 2% 2% 3% 5%
1
4 20.2% 2% 2% 3% 3% 6%
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TABLE III. Table of percentage differences~from the values whenTi5Te) in the intensity ratios for
Al XIII againstne with Ti varied around constantTe , as below, for an aluminum self-plasma.

Factor\ne (cm23) 1015 1016 1017 1018 1019 1020

Te51 keV
2 2% 1% 0.4% 0.1% 20.2% 21%
3 3% 1% 0.3% 20.2% 21% 22%
4 3% 0.3% 0.01% 21% 21% 23%
1
2 25% 22% 22% 21% 21% 20.5%
1
3 28% 24% 23% 23% 22% 22%
1
4 212% 26% 25% 25% 24% 23%

Te54 keV
2 21% 21% 21% 22% 22% 23%
3 21% 22% 23% 23% 23% 26%
4 22% 23% 24% 24% 25% 28%
1
2 21% 0.4% 1% 1% 1% 2%
1
3 22% 0.3% 1% 1% 2% 3%
1
4 23% 0.1% 0.4% 1% 2% 4%
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temperature as before is noticeably smaller on the inten
ratios, as well as a slight ‘‘crossover’’ effect, where for
integer multiplication factor there is a slight enhancemen
the ratios at the lower end of the affected density range
fore the expected reduction in the ratios occurs. Correspo
ingly, for a fractional multiplication factor, there is a sligh
reduction at the upper end of the density range, prior
which the expected enhancement in the ratios has been
served. However, when the electron temperature is incre
to 4 keV, this ‘‘crossover’’ effect is no longer observed a
the respective enhancements and reductions in the inte
ratios are correlated with the multiplication factor being
fraction or an integer, respectively.

The final analysis on differing the base plasma was fo
pure aluminum self-plasma, such as that produced by a la
We considered the cases whenTe51 and 4 keV as before
When Te51 keV, the effect on the intensity ratios is aga
ty
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smaller than the case when the base plasma is pure hydr
~see Table III!. Over the significant density range
1016– 1019 cm23, inverse behavior is observed to that f
pure hydrogen. The fractional multiplication factors produ
a reduction which is a maximum forTi5

1
4 Te with 12% for

ne51015 cm23. The integer multiplication factors, howeve
again produce the same ‘‘crossover’’ effect that was o
served in the pure oxygen plasma case. The intensity ra
are initially enhanced atne51015 cm23, but as the density
increases, this becomes a reduction in the values which p
at ne51021 cm23, with a maximum value of 7% for a mul
tiplication factor of 4.

When the electron temperature is 4 keV, the effect
varying the ion temperature by the given multiplication fa
tors reverts back to being the same as occurred for the
drogen base plasma, except atne51015cm23, when for the
fractional multiplication factors the ‘‘crossover’’ effect i
TABLE IV. Table of percentage differences~from the values whenTi5Te) in the intensity ratios for
Cl XVII and CrXXIV againstne with Ti varied around constantTe of 2 keV for ClXVII and 4 keV for CrXXIV ,
respectively, as below, for a hydrogen base plasma.

Factor\ne (cm23) 1015 1016 1017 1018 1019 1020

Cl XVII

2 21% 24% 25% 25% 25% 25%
3 22% 25% 27% 27% 27% 27%
4 22% 27% 28% 29% 29% 29%
1
2 1% 4% 5% 6% 6% 6%
1
3 2% 6% 9% 9% 9% 9%
1
4 2% 8% 11% 11% 12% 11%

Cr XXIV

2 20.1% 20.5% 23% 25% 25% 25%
3 20.1% 21% 24% 27% 28% 28%
4 20.1% 21% 25% 29% 29% 210%
1
2 0.04% 0.5% 3% 5% 6% 6%
1
3 0.1% 1% 4% 8% 9% 9%
1
4 0.1% 1% 5% 9% 10% 11%
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still observed, and the intensity ratios are mildly reduced.
all other densities in the given range, the expected enha
ment and reduction for the fractional and integer multiplic
tion factors, respectively, are seen.

IV. VARIATION OF THE IMPURITY ION

The final analysis was a systematic calculation of the
tensity ratios for hydrogenlike ions of increasingZ under the
same conditions with the reduced electron tempera
(Te /Z2) kept constant andTi varied as before. The thre
ions considered were the original test impurity ion~Al XIII !,
Cl XVII , and CrXXIV ; Te was 1 keV for AlXIII , 2 keV for
Cl XVII , and 4 keV for CrXXIV .

Tables I and IV show that the effect of varying the io
temperature by a fractional multiplication factor decrea
with increasingZ, but that this decrease is most significa
for the case whenTi5

1
4 Te . As for the pure oxygen bas

plasma, the percentage differences in the intensity ratios
Cl XVII and for CrXXIV are still increasing at the upper en
of the density range considered.

V. CONCLUSION

Our systematic analysis shows that varying the ion te
perature from the electron temperature can produce a sig
cant effect on the intensity ratios. The extent of this eff
varies according to other plasma conditions, most notably
actual electron temperature itself, the type of base plas
and the nuclear charge of the ion considered. When the
plasma is changed from pure hydrogen to pure oxygen,
absolute magnitude of the difference between the inten
ratios for equal ion and electron temperatures and those
the specified varied ion temperature is considerably sma

In a hydrogen base plasma, the majority of the heavy
collisions involve protons which play a significant role in th
collisions producing population transfer between the 2P sub-
levels. From the calculations which determine the rate co
ficients for transitions betweenn,l,j sublevels within the
same principal quantum shell due to heavy ion impact, i
found that increasingTi above Te produces a significan
change in these rate coefficients. In particular, those of di
relevance to the populations of the 2P1/2 and 2P3/2 levels are
the rate coefficients for the population transfer from the 2S1/2
level to these two levels. IncreasingTi aboveTe causes the
rate coefficient for the 2S1/2→2P1/2 transition to be de-
creased while the rate coefficient for the 2S1/2→2P3/2 tran-
sition is increased by a greater amount in magnitude. Thu
can be seen that the subsequent overall decrease in the
sity ratios with increasing ion temperature at constant e
tron temperature can be explained~see Fig. 1!. Similarly,
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calculations of the rate coefficients whenTi is reduced below
Te show that the rate coefficient for the 2S1/2→2P1/2 transi-
tion is increased, while the rate coefficient for the 2S1/2
→2P3/2 transition is reduced by a greater amount in mag
tude. This therefore produces the observed overall incre
in the intensity ratios with decreasing ion temperature at c
stant electron temperature.

The rate coefficients for transitions induced by heavy
collisions are inversely proportional toTi

1.5 @5#, and hence it
can be seen that increasingTi above Te , e.g., whenTe
51 keV, will reduce the rate coefficients and reducingTi
below Te will enhance them. The effects observed with t
change of base plasma from hydrogen to oxygen, for
ample, are due to the fact that the rate coefficients are
dependent on the heavy ion mass in a complex function@5#,
and together with effects caused by varyingTi , these cause
the intensity ratios to vary as shown in Table II. When t
base plasma is oxygen, calculations of the rate coefficie
for the transitions between the 2S1/2 and 2P sublevels show
that the rate coefficients for both the 2S1/2→2P1/2 transition
and the 2S1/2→2P3/2 transition are now increased whenTi is
increased aboveTe , and reduced whenTi is decreased be
low Te . However, in each case, it is the rate coefficient
the 2S1/2→2P3/2 transition which has either a significantl
larger increase or reduction compared to that for the 2S1/2
→2P1/2 transition. There is an additional dependence of
rate coefficients on the nuclear charge of the impurity
considered which is again rather complex@5#, and this gives
rise to the observed differences in the enhancements an
ductions in the intensity ratios~see Table IV! asZ increases
from Al XIII through CrXXIV . A fuller explanation of the
‘‘crossover’’ effect observed in the results for the highZ
base plasmas requires further analysis of the dependen
the relevant cross sections onZ.

Thus our implementation inCOLRAD of distinct electron
and ion temperatures in a high-temperature plasma migh
some way towards explaining previous differences no
@1,2# between experimental and theoretical intensity rati
as the experimental ion temperature is indeed frequently
ferent from the experimental electron temperature in b
tokamaks and laser-produced plasmas.
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